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good people (to the wicked it rlever comes) its sweet 
effect is never wholly lost. \Mhatever trials follow 
whatever pains of sickness or shades of death, the 
glory precedent still shines through, cheering the keen 
anguish, and tinging the deep cloud." We may at least 
hope that a remembrance of the sunnv, peaceful days 
of Mendelssohn's life (and they were not a few) 
cheered him when, seven years later than the time of 
wllich we write, he entered the " valley of the shadow 
of death." 

In I84I, we flnd Mendelssohn deprecating certain 
English comparisons between Spohr and himself. 
" These things are unaccountable," he wrote to 
Moscheles, '; and I heartily deplore themb in truth, 
not the slightest idea of such a competition or com- 
parison has everentered mymind. * * * I rtever 
can or should like to be pitted as an opponent to 
a master of Spohr's standing." Mendelssohn's sin- 
eerity in this matter is proved by his besetting 
habit of undervaluing many of his works and per- 
wistently keeping them from the world. During his 
xTisit to London in I844, Moscheles reasoned with 
him on this matter, and "endeavoured to impress 
Felix with the necessity of dealing fairly by himself, 
instead of undervaluing writings the sterling svorth 
of which was everywhere acknowledged." I'hat the 
reasoning did not succeed everybody knows. Men- 
delssohn could never get over the barrier which 
diffidence on the one hand, and artistic pride on the 
<ther, threw across his path. 

In I846, 3HoscheIes accepted a post at the Leipsic 
Conservatoire, but remained in England to conduct 
the ever-memorable Birmingham Festival whereat 
" Elijah' was first performed. The "two M.s " 
were thus brought together once more in the central 
English town. NVe get a few glimpses of the pre- 
parations for " Elijah; >' hossr, for example, the 
Oratorio was rellearsed at Moscheles's house in 
Chester Place, and at the Hanover Square Rooms- 
and how the lady singers, as their habit is, " gave 
Mendelssohn some trouble * one finds fault with the 
song, and insists upon its being transposed Men- 
delssohn resists with studied politeness," &c. The 
actual performance was thus recorded by Moscheles 
in his diary: "August 26. Mendelssohn achieved 
his most brilliant triumph in this day's performance 
of his ' Elijah.' In my opinion this work has more 
wividness and more dramatic variety than ' St. 
Paul,' and yet it is written in the purest Oratorio 
styIe, and pIaces him yet another step his,her." 
This reads like the veriest truism now, and we turn 
kom it to an interesting anecdote illustrative of 
NIendelssohn's readiness of action. " The orchestral 
parts of a short recitative (by Beethoven or Spohr) 
xvere not forthcoming; we were all in a difliculty, 
but Mendelssohn came to the rescue. He quietly 
betook himself to an adjoining room, and there he 
composed the recitative, scored it, and copied the 
parts, and these were adrnirably played at Erst 
sight by the band the public knowing nothing of 
xvhat had happened. That's the way a Mendelssohn 
manages." At the close of the Festival, Moscheles 
broke up his English home, and joined Mendelssohn 
at Leipsic, much to the delight of the younger master, 
to whose heart the Conservatoire was so near that 
alot even when composing " Elijah," did he neglect 
the pupils for a day. The two families appear to 
have lived in perfect union, for Mrs. Moscheles 
xvrote to a friend at the time, " We are truly happy 
in our intercourse with the Mendelssohns e e * 
+hat a happy household it is. The abundant means 
at his command are never s(luandered upon outward 
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show, but judiciously spent on a well-regulated, 
comfortable houschold." We are permitted a glimpse 
of this happy family in the satictafZn of home--almost 
the last glimpse before the shadow of death falls over 
all. It was Mendelssohn's birthday, and his friends 
combined to keep it with due festivity. Moscheles 
must describe the revels:-"The proceedings were 
opened with a capital comic scene between two 
ladies' maids, acted, in the Frankfort dialect, by 
Cecile (Madame Mendelssohn) and her sister. Then 
came a Charade on the word ' Gewandhaus,' Joachim, 
adorned with a fantastic wig, a 1 Paganini, played 
a hare-brained Impromptu on the G string. The 
syIIable 'wand' was represented by the Pyramus 
and Thisbe wall-scene from the ' Midxummer 
Night's Dream; for 'haus' Charlotte (Mrs. Mos- 
cheles) acted a scene she had written herself, in 
which she is discovered knitting a blue stocking, and 
soliloquizing on the foibles of female authoresses, 
advising them to attend to their domestic duties 
By way of enforcing the moral she calls her cook- 
the cook was I myself, and my appearance in cap 
and dress was the signal for a general uproar. 
Mendelssohn was sitting in a Iarge straw arm-chair 
which creaked under his vreight as he rocked too and 
fro, and the room echoed with his peals of laughter. 
The whole word ' Gewandhaus ' was illustrated by a 
full orchestra, Mendelssohn and my childrerl playin 
on little drums and trumpets, Joachim leading with 
a toy sriolin, my Felix conducting a lle Jullien. It 
was splendid." On the seventeenth of September 
following, Moscheles made a very different entry to 
the foregoing. Mendelssohn had returned from 
Ssvitzerland, and his friend wrote :- " In mind dear 
Felix is the same as ever, but physically he seems 
altered; he is aged, weakened, and his walk is less 
elastic than before." This zvas the beginning of the 
end, and soon we read of his seizure at Frau Frege's 
house, his partial recovery, the Enal blow and the 
sad spectacle presented as the master lay uncon- 
scious on his death-bed, surrounded by loving and 
despairing friends. On the morning of the fatal day 
(Nov. 4) Moscheles wrote: "TQ 'rhee, O Creator 
it is known why Thou hast lodged those treasures of 
heart and soul in so frail a tenement, that now 
threatens to dissolve. Can our prayers svin from 
Thee the life of ollr brother ? " No, they could not- 
and a few hours after, the beloved master " expired 
with a deep sigh." But to this day, Mendelssohn 
yet speaks speaks by that beautiful lite of which, 
thanks to volumes like the one here noticed, we 
are permitted to know so much. 

WIUSICAL REMAINS OF THE ANCIENT 
CHURCH OF ENGLAND. 

SONIE wise body has told us that man is a bundle 
of habits; he might have added-and of traditions. 
There is surely no more prevailing source of opinion 
and action than what our forefathers have thought 
and done Popular customs, popular superstitions, 
popular feelings, all bear testimony to this-living, 
as they do, even after their origin is lost in the dim 
past. It may be safely concluded that no great 
epoch has occurred in the history of our island, even 
to the remote pagan times, but has left behind it its 
traces in custom, superstitionS and popular feeling. 

It would be indeed rather a matter for surprise than 
otherwise if the ancient pre-Gregorian Church of 
England had left no traces amongst us but the old 
material fabrics to be seen to this clay in Cornvall. 
If vestiges of pagan times are still to be detected 
amongst us, it would indeed be strange if that ancient 
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Church had left behind it not a foot-print in the 
[eelings, customs, and uses of the people. Think- 
it was founded, if not indeed verily by St. Paul 
himself, at least by one who must have been alive 
with the Apostle. Then, it was that Church that 
had brought the lSrst British Christians " out of dark- 
ness into marvellous great light," that had sup- 
planted pagan cruelty by Christians kindliness. It 
was the nation's first love, and when Gregory choose 
to treat our land as infidel, and sent his haubhty 
Italian priests to bully the national Church, and 
quarrel with her Bishops on the mighty important 
matter whether Easter should be a fixed or a move- 
able feast-important in one sense, however, as 
showing that from the very first, we drew no church 
life-blood from Rome are we to suppose our sturdy 
forefathers bowed and scraped to the foreigners, and 
asked them to supply them with National Church 
customs and uses ? Nay, would not the heart of 
ancient Christian Eng]and throb quicker and 
quicker at the sense of indignities and injustice 
cast on their own Bishops? \Mould not every 
custom of their own Church become dearer and 
dearer to the Christian people as the tide of tyranny 
rose against their own National Church ? Those who 
lived in our island in those early days must have 
been very different to us now, if they did not feel 
their hearts uprise within them against the over- 
bearing of strangers, made powerful by foreign help 
or native treachery, and their love for the old ways 
made stronger and stronger in proportion. And 
look down the vista of history-was there anything 
in the conduct of the exotic Church, when it had 
crushed out the rival native hierarchy, to win over 
the people of England and make them forget their old 
love? If there happened a time of national misman- 
agement and misgovernment, the Pope of Rome and 
his Legate were sure to be in the thick of the muddle 
If the Sovereign of the day threatened to play false 
to his people, the rulers ofthe exotic Church were on 
tiptoe to rush in and turn the chance to their own 
advancement. A weak Kingmade a bold Pope. As 
King went in, Pope came out like the little weather- 
telling men and women. The old people's ballads 
show us the feeling all this engendered and kept 
alive in the people's heart. No such never-wearying 
source of mirth and merriment as the discomfiture 
and trouble of a poor Bishop, no such well-worn 
whetstone for vit as the Churchmen. Truly there 
was no evidence of any such change of popular 
feeling as would have caused the people to forget the 
old Church. Now in what form might we naturally 
expect the memories ofthe ancient Church would live ? 
Not in ritual; the exotic Church contrived to get power 
sufficient to thrust in its own ritual into ellery Church 
in the land. Surely we may expect to End the 
ancient tradition living, if anywhere, in music- 
music that can find a well-nigh imperishable name 
in a people's heart and feelings. Now it so happens 
that there do exist two musical uses whose origin 
can only be traced to the existence of some pre- 
Gregorian form of worship in ourisland. The first is 
the special use of people's response; and what would 
the people retain in heart and memory longer and 
more lovingly than the way in which the people 
nzade answer of old ? Across Yorkshire, and to a less 
degree in the neighbouring districts, did universally 
prevail, and still does prevail where the old custom 
has not been broken up, by the introduction of the 
more orderlybut less venerable monotone the custom 
of answering in uninflected speech. It is not the 
monotone of our Cathedrals, which is only the nor- 
mal and simplest form of recitative, with a tendency 

to break out into melodic ending, so running into 
the plain chant more fully developed in the preces. 
In the Yorkshire custom, the responder takes his 
own one-tone irrespective of his neighbour's tone, 
but each holds that tone without variation: being 
simple speech, without inflection, the articulation 
predominates over the tone, so to say, to such an 
extent that the musical ear is not tortured by the 
sense of discord the custom when described on paper 
seems to promise. This Yorkshire use is clearly and 
distinctly a Chl-zrc11 use, as clearly and distinctly not 
a Romaxt Chlfrch use. The use of what Church, then, 
can it be but that of the ancient pre-Gregorian 
Church, living still in a district once under British 
kings, whose subjects-some of them ravished 
tumuli even now from time to time proclaim in 
emblems died in the faith of Christ. 

By even stronger links can we connect with the 
ancient Church the old tunes that were first wedded 
to the metrical version of the Psalms of Sternhold 
and his co-labourers. We may clear the ground by 
showing whence these venerable melodies could ltOt 
have come. First, though we tind them in the 
earliest psalm-tune books called " The Church Tunes," 
they most certainly did not come from the dominant 
Church of Gregory's introduction. We have in our 
hands, through the labours of Morrell and othersR 
the whole body of the Latin Medizeval hymnody, 
and did we not also possess a vast number ofthe 
original tunes to which these hymns were sung, we 
should still see at once that they never could by any 
possibility have been sung to the 8,6,8,6 Iambic 
measure so generally prevailing in old English psalm- 
tunes as to be called specially "the common mea- 
sure." Secondly, we may also say as positively, that 
" The Church Tunes " were not secular ballad tunes, 
as were a large proportion of the tunes in Marot's 
and Beza's Psalter, and as a larger proportion would 
have been had not Calvin protested against the ill- 
assorted wedding of secular and sacred, and put 
forth Goudimel to suppiy sacred tunes for sacred 
verses, the doing of which cost the good composer 
his life, and indignities to his dead body, in the 
massacre of St. Bartholomew. True, the common 
measure-" the people's vulgar verse," as Archbishop 
Parker calls it is the measure of Chevy Chase and 
the majority of our other story ballads, but quite 
sufEcient is linown of our old ballads to enable us 
to assert with confidence that no trace whatsoever of 
" The Church Tunes " is to be found amongst them. 
Besides there is the special and peculiar construction 
of the tune that entirely negatives the supposition of 
its identity with the old secular ballad-the peculiar 
use of syncopation by itself is sufficient for our 
decision. Thirdly, we may at once discard Sir J. 
Hawkins's blind supposition. " With respect to the 
author of those original melodies, published in the 
more early impressions of the version of Sternhold 
and Hopkins, we are somewhat to seek. It is pro- 
bable that in so important a service as this seemed 
to be, the aid of the ablest professors of music was 
called in." Yes, called in truly was this aid, not to 
conltose, but to hrs1X01:lize these what Hawkins him- 
self calls " The Ancient Church Melodies " in strange 
contradiction to his own suggestion. The very year 
after the Metrical Psalter first appeared, " with apt 
notes to sing them withal," came forth Day's (I563) 
four-part Psalter, the first of that long succession of 
harmonies by the greatest living composers to the 
old tunes, and others that from time to time were 
added to them. Is it possible that these harmonists. 
would agree to dignify the melodi es of their con- 
temporaries or immediate predecessors by the title 
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of " The Church Tunes," and would lavish on them 
all their skill, ingenuity and learning in setting and 
resetting them ? Impossible, surely. One word 
more upon that title. We have seen that the old 
tunes could not have got their prefix from use in the 
Romish Church, the measures of the Latin hymns 
would altogether preclude their ever being " Church 
Tunes " in the Medizval Church, and strangely 
enough, they never had authoritative entry into the 
Reformed Church. " Allowed to be SuIlg in churches " 
is the very farthest any editor dared to print on his 
old version. Not one single word of any rubric 
even hints at the existence of such a thing; in fact, 
the versions of the " Veni Creator," in the Ordination 
Service, are the only representatives of hymnody in 
a prayer-book. And if we look at the title-pages of 
our earlier psalters, though some do say of the tunes 
that they are " sung in churches," others give as 
their purpose " for the encrease of virtue and 
abolishyng of other vayne and triflyng ballads, to 
the use of the Godly Christians recreating them- 
selves in stede of fond and unseemly ballades," and 
so on in fact, for fio71:le rather than Cllurch use. 
And yet there stands the oft repeated phrase, " The 
Church Tunes." What Church ? If not the Roman 
Church if not the Reformed Church-what Church 
but the ancient pre-Gregorian Church of England ? 
Is it concluding too much from all these premises 
that of the forty or so tunes that were {irst wedded to 
the metrical psalter in I56X, the English portion- 
(for a few chiefly of peculiar metre, we know, came 
from France and Germany) the English portion con- 
tains ancient melodies that had lived in the people's 
heart and been handed down traditionally from the 
days of the Ancient Church of England. 

The Druids are said to have committed their 
sacred sayings and moral precepts to verse, that 
they might be the more easily retained in the 
memories of the people. Have we in a " Kentish 
Tune," a " Cheshire Tune," a " Glassenburie Tune," 
the chant used to some primitive psalter that con- 
veyed the thought of the psalms in the "people's 
vulgar verse," for the same purpose of storing those 
thoughts in the memory ? 

That no relic, hoxvever slight, of stlch primitive 
psalter remained clinging about the tune is no 
argument against a former union. 

Verbal language is for time and place; melody is 
a language that knows no such beginnings or endings. 
Over and over again, so to speah, must the old 
tongue have been turned to a new one, but the tune 
would live on, " though men might come and men 
might go," clinging to the ground itself, almost like 
the daisies they trod underfoot, cherished for dim, 
perhaps but half comprellended, memories that grew 
upon it, hallowed by an indefinite feeling that it still 
echoed with a protest against tyranny and oppression. 
And how completely w ould the bringing forth to 
light once again these old tunes out of the recesses 
of the people's hearts and memories be in accordance 
o7ith the whole tone and tenour of the Reformation. 
For what was that great movement ? It was the 
cleansing away from the Church all that was false 
and new and foreign, and restoring all that was true 
and old and national. It was the building up on 
God's word, of Catholic truth and Church custom, 
so as to form the "national or particular Church of 
England." In essentials, God's NVord was the final 
court of appeal; in non-essentials, national feeling 
was first consulted. If such traditional Church- 
tunes did exist, the Refot mation must needs have 
brought them to light; and, moreover, in exactly 
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but the ancient pre-Gregorian Church of England ? 
Is it concluding too much from all these premises 
that of the forty or so tunes that were {irst wedded to 
the metrical psalter in I56X, the English portion- 
(for a few chiefly of peculiar metre, we know, came 
from France and Germany) the English portion con- 
tains ancient melodies that had lived in the people's 
heart and been handed down traditionally from the 
days of the Ancient Church of England. 

The Druids are said to have committed their 
sacred sayings and moral precepts to verse, that 
they might be the more easily retained in the 
memories of the people. Have we in a " Kentish 
Tune," a " Cheshire Tune," a " Glassenburie Tune," 
the chant used to some primitive psalter that con- 
veyed the thought of the psalms in the "people's 
vulgar verse," for the same purpose of storing those 
thoughts in the memory ? 

That no relic, hoxvever slight, of stlch primitive 
psalter remained clinging about the tune is no 
argument against a former union. 

Verbal language is for time and place; melody is 
a language that knows no such beginnings or endings. 
Over and over again, so to speah, must the old 
tongue have been turned to a new one, but the tune 
would live on, " though men might come and men 
might go," clinging to the ground itself, almost like 
the daisies they trod underfoot, cherished for dim, 
perhaps but half comprellended, memories that grew 
upon it, hallowed by an indefinite feeling that it still 
echoed with a protest against tyranny and oppression. 
And how completely w ould the bringing forth to 
light once again these old tunes out of the recesses 
of the people's hearts and memories be in accordance 
o7ith the whole tone and tenour of the Reformation. 
For what was that great movement ? It was the 
cleansing away from the Church all that was false 
and new and foreign, and restoring all that was true 
and old and national. It was the building up on 
God's word, of Catholic truth and Church custom, 
so as to form the "national or particular Church of 
England." In essentials, God's NVord was the final 
court of appeal; in non-essentials, national feeling 
was first consulted. If such traditional Church- 
tunes did exist, the Refot mation must needs have 
brought them to light; and, moreover, in exactly 

the way that they did come forth. It nrould have 
been quite as much at variance with the spirit of 
the Reformation to have authorized the use of metri- 
cal paraphrases of the Psalms, when the necessarily 
more faithful prose translation could be recited in 
chant-quite as much at variance with its spirit 
this, as to have wholly ignored the existence of the 
old tunes and the metrical versions, whose metre 
doubtless, was prescribed bythese tunes. " Allowed 
to be sung in Churches," and sung in Churches 
they were from the beginning, exactly seems to be 
the position the spirit of the great movement would 
have assigned to them. Of course it may be urged 
that all this is but circumstantial evidence. Of what 
but circumstantial evidence does the case admit ? 
Here are two facts. ISt, To this day exists in a 
large district a district specially rich in ancient 
British memorials a peculiar mode of people's 
Church response, distinct and separate from the 
Cathedral preces on the one hand, and the response 
of ordinary speech on the other. znd, That at the 
time of the Reformation there were found ready to 
hand when required certain '4 Church Tunes," not of 
the previously dominant Romish Church, yet some- 
how of authority and mark sufficient to demand the 
utmost skill of successive leading musicians in their 
setting and resetting. Let those who can show of 
what Church this was the- people's Church response 

these the " Church Tunes," unless of the ancierlt 
pre-Gregorian Church of England. 

J. POWELL METCALFE. 

IT is satisfactory to find that the social position ol 
those svho own a pianoforte or harmonium is now 
beginning to be tllorougl1ly recognised, for respecta- 
bility was some few years ago defined as belonging 
only to persons who " kept a gig." Mr. Normansell 
Secretary of tlle South Yorkshire Miners' Association 
in his recent examination before the select Com- 
mittee appointed to enquire into the supply of coal, 
says "Fifteen years ago it was scarcely possible to 
find a collier nho could write his name, and now 
every child he had could read and write. A great 
number owned their own houses as freeholders, and 
the system sas on the increase. Some of them had 
pianos and harmoniums, and even perambulators. 
He looked upon the piano as a cut above the per- 
ambulator." Had WIr. Normansell omitted to sup ply 
us with his own opinion on the subject, by his asser- 
tion that some had pianos and harmoniu1ns, and CVC1D 
p6Y(711tblZlAtO1'5, it might have been imagined that he 
considered carriages of any kind ranked above mu- 
sical instrutnents; but his declaration that he " looked 
upon the piano as a cut above the perambulator" is 
a delicate complimeIlt to our art which we are certain 
will be universally appreciated. 

\VE are glad to hear that the meeting in aid of the 
Royal Normal College and Academy of Music for the 
Blind, held at the Mansion House, under the presi- 
dency of the Lord Mayor, on the 30th June, was 
attended by such a successful result. The Marquis 
of Btestminster, in the course of his address to the 
meeting, stated that the number of blind throughout 
the country was estimated at about 30?000 and of 
these he believed that only ,z50, svere instructed or 
assisted. The object of this College is so to educate 
persons thus afflicted as to enable them to maintain 
themselves by teaching music and tuning piano- 
fortes. The subscriptions rece1ved amounted to about 
£I ,ooo, and the Committee have now £6,ooo, to- 
wards the £25,°°°, which will be required. It is 
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